Wellness and Health Centers Initiative
(open health centers in high schools in RUSD at no general fund cost to the District)

Concept Development: determine the breadth of the program and resulting benefits

Needs Assessment: national and local data scan and analysis (including student forums), include impact analysis

Team Structures and Roles: identify needed teams and roles

Partnerships: identify, meet, and secure community partnerships

Resource Planning: Fiscal and capital outlay needs determined and secured

Define Purpose: ensure clarity of purpose and objectives; personal connection for team

Mission Alignment: initiative alignment to the mission and values of the organization.

Best Practice Review: Research and explore best practices, align with impact analysis

Professional Training: determine training needs and structures

Monitoring mechanism: process and outcome check, feedback loop; include quality assessment

Task Analysis: Breakdown plan areas with tactics, timelines, and governance

Strategic Initiative Plan: develop the strategy and course of action to meet initiative outcome.

Communications: develop a strategic communication sub-plan in alignment with the strategic initiative plan.
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